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All document reader is a simple office viewer and fast smart office app to read word, excel, pdf, ppt. Read all documents app helps you read all documents downloaded from the internet and support many office files including PDF files, doc, docx xls, ppt, txt, excel, xlxs files...
With Document Viewer opens all your documents, you can view office documents without any extra heavy features for editing look like Docs & Docx Reader, PDF Reader, ppt reader, xls reader, txt, excel, csv viewer & other document reader.

All-in-one office reader allow you view, read, print all office files, read Excel files, docx, xlxs, ppt, txt, pdf, xls, images...on your phone. 

All Office Reader key features :
- All document files reader and viewer
- Document viewer, read all docx, doc files
- Document manager, all office files reader, viewer
- PDF viewer, read PDF format file
- Text file reader, Read TXT files
- Search particular document by name
- Office word file reader, docx reader
- Xlsx, xls reader spreadsheet reader
- Xls viewer, xlsx reader, View file txt
- PPT reader, view PPTX slide from office viewer app
- Excel sheet viewer read all excel file formats
- Easily share & send PDF Files
- All office files manager application
- OCR auto extract text from Image/Camera

All the functionality of this documents reader app you can access without internet access. It's best document tools for working with word, sheet, slide, and text, PDF, ZIP and RAR all from a one application. An access all files in different folders converts them and put into single office screen. 

Supported document formats :
- MS word document: DOC, DOCX, DOCS
- All PDF files, PDF Reader, PDF Viewer
- Excel documents: XLS, XLSX, CSV
- Slide document: PPT, PPTX, PPS, PPSX
- Other office files: TXT, ODT, Zip

Reading all documents format such as word, excel, ppt, pdf.


Let's use and experience the All Document Reader application
Thank you. Have a nice day!
Updated on
Sep 30, 2022
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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January 24, 2023
I highly recommend this document reader. It is easy to use, has a sleek design, and allows for seamless navigation through any document. The ability to highlight and make notes on the fly is a game changer and has greatly improved my productivity. I also appreciate the variety of file formats it supports. Overall, a fantastic tool for anyone in need of a reliable and efficient document reader.
88 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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December 22, 2021
When I first opened this app it was literally a nightmare... just so many ads, I couldn't believe it and I very nearly uninstalled it ! I eventually found out how to open a pdf file, so basically it was working fine. I then took an "enormous leap of faith" (but I knew I could get my money back if it was a total disaster !) and purchased it via the In-App purchase, but even that was hard to find. When I had paid, what a total transformation ! The whole experience changed to a totally brilliant app and I LOVE it... hence the 5 stars. Moral of the Story (to the developers) : I am a seasoned user of apps from the outset, and have been a beta tester on many, many different platforms but you really should 'tone down' the amount of adverts as it will, and does (read the reviews) put people off. Personally I will ALWAYS buy a useful app to get rid of the ads, because I totally detest them, but there are so invasive in your app (the worst I have ever seen) and you nearly lost my custom... you were VERY lucky I didn't leave a 1 star review... Please, please rethink and you will get better reviews along with more happy people buying it too. I am on your side by the way !
344 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




The Doc Company
January 19, 2022

Thank you for trusting and supporting our development, we strive to create the best product to bring a great user experience. You can refer your friends to use our products
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December 20, 2023
December 23: Viewer only but vastly better than many of the other "document viewers". Quick to load. Need to dismiss the first screen after installation by clicking the x in the top left. Can view pdf docx pptx and xlsx quickly and easily. Uncluttered interface Minimal ads Recommend for simple office file viewing
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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